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Nonlinear development of collisionless driven reconnection and the consequent energy conversion
process between the field and particles in a sheared magnetic field are investigated by means of a
two-and-one-half-dimensional particle simulation. Magnetic reconnection takes place in two steps
irrespective of a longitudinal magnetic field, but the growth rate of the reconnection field varies in
proportion to theE3B drift velocity at an input boundary. It is clearly observed that the triggering
mechanism of collisionless driven reconnection for the fast growing phase changes from an electron
meandering dominance in a weak longitudinal field to an electron inertia dominance in a strong
field. The electron acceleration and heating take place in the reconnection area under the influence
of reconnection electric field, while the electron energy is converted to the ion energy through the
action of an electrostatic~ambipolar! field excited by magnetic compression in the downstream. It
is also found that, in the presence of a longitudinal magnetic field, the electron acceleration by the
reconnection field takes place effectively and the generated force-free current is maintained for a
long period while forming an asymmetric spatial profile of current layer. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!00302-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Driven magnetic reconnection1 in a collisionless plasma
‘‘collisionless driven reconnection,’’ is an important proce
in considering energetically active phenomena observed
high temperature, rarefied plasma such as the solar coro2

geomagnetic tails,3 laboratory plasmas,4,5 fusion plasmas,6

and so on. It is well-known that driven magnetic reconn
tion can lead to fast energy conversion from the field ene
to the particle energy as well as a topological change
magnetic field in a collisionless plasma. If a current-carry
particle is lost from a current layer, an electric field is i
duced so as to accelerate a particle along the equilibr
current and compensate it for the momentum loss. This e
tric field also plays a role in changing the topology of ma
netic field, i.e., magnetic field reconnection. Magnetic rec
nection, however, cannot take place in an id
magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! plasma because the magne
field is frozen in a plasma. This means that the nonid
effect, which breaks the frozen-in condition and leads to
generation of an electric field, is needed for triggering m
netic reconnection in a plasma.

Because a charged particle has a finite mass and a fi
temperature, it executes a complex thermal motion wit
finite orbit amplitude in a sheared magnetic field. Therefo
the frozen-in condition of the magnetic field is not applicab
to microscopic scale phenomena associated with the mo
of charged particles, even for a collisionless plasma. Co
sionless reconnection has been studied by using theore
analyses,7–13 particle simulation,14–19 and fluid
simulation.20,21Two types of mechanisms leading to the ge
eration of a reconnection electric field in a collisionle
plasma have so far been considered in relation to suc
kinetic effect. The first one is a spontaneous excitation of
electric field caused by momentum loss of current carry
particles through a nonideal effect such as wave–part
Phys. Plasmas 4 (2), February 1997 1070-664X/97/4(2)/277/
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interaction22 or collisionless tearing instability.8–14,17,18An-
other mechanism is due to field penetration23 when the cur-
rent layer is compressed by an external driving source.
electric field, which is induced in the MHD region outsid
the current layer by the plasma flow moving across the m
netic field, can penetrate into the current layer through
particle kinetic effect when the current layer is compress
as thin as a characteristic spatial scale of a particle kin
effect.

In a two-dimensional system there exist two types
particle kinetic effects which are responsible for the dec
pling of the magnetic field from the particle motion in
collisionless plasma. One is the particle inertia effect, wh
becomes significant in a spatial scale comparable to c
sionless skin depth.16,20,21The other is the particle orbit ef
fect, which becomes effective in a characteristic spatial sc
of particle thermal motion which is called a meanderi
motion.12,19,24,25 Horiuchi and Sato19 demonstrated two-
dimensional particle simulation of collisionless driven reco
nection for the case where the system is subjected to
external driving flow and there is no longitudinal magne
field at an initial stage. They showed that magnetic rec
nection is triggered by the meandering orbit effect when
current layer is compressed as thin as an average orbit
plitude of meandering particles, and that it evolves tem
rarily in two steps in accordance with the formation of tw
current layers, the widths of which are characterized by
average orbit amplitude of the ion and electron meande
motions, respectively. Because thermal motion of a char
particle is strongly dependent on the topology of the m
netic field and its strength, it is expected that collisionle
driven reconnection and the resulting energy conversion p
cess are largely affected by adding a longitudinal magn
field.

In this paper, we will give detailed discussions on t
electron dynamics in a sheared magnetic field in order
27713/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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clarify the difference between the electron inertia effect a
the electron thermal effect on collisionless driven reconn
tion. For this purpose we have developed the electromagn
~EM! particle simulation code with higher temporal and sp
tial resolutions compared with the previous one.19,26,27The
numerical scheme and the simulation model are describe
Sec. II. We reveal several new features in collisionle
driven reconnection in a sheared magnetic field. For
ample, the triggering mechanism of collisionless driven
connection changes from the electron thermal effect i
weak longitudinal field to the electron inertia effect in
strong field. This phenomenon is related to the fact that
electron thermal motion becomes more strongly magnet
and its spatial scale decreases as a longitudinal field
creases.

From the particle simulation we find that the ion ener
increases twice as large as the electron energy through
lisionless driven reconnection. The same phenomenon is
served in experimental plasmas5,28 in which a MHD relax-
ation controlled by collisionless or collisional magne
reconnection takes place. This phenomenon is considere
be associated with the generation of collisionless ion visc
ity, which leads directly to the ion heating.5,29 In order to
clarify this process, we examine the energy conversion p
cess between the EM field and the charged particles thro
collisionless driven reconnection. Consequently, it is fou
that the energy conversion is controlled by two importa
mechanisms, i.e., the electron acceleration and heating b
reconnection electric field in the vicinity of the reconnecti
point, and the energy conversion from electron energy to
energy through the action of the electrostatic field excited
the downstream by magnetic compression. These simula
results are discussed in detail in Sec. III. Finally, a br
summary and discussions are given in Sec. IV.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

Let us study magnetic reconnection in a collisionle
plasma by means of two-and-one-half dimensional part
simulation for the case where the system is subjected to
external driving flow. The physical quantities are assumed
be translationally symmetric in thez direction~]/]z50!. The
basic equations to be solved are the equations of motion

d~g jv!

dt
5

qj
m

SE1
vj
c

3BD , ~1!

dxj
dt

5vj , ~2!

and the Maxwell equations

1

c

]Az

]t
52Ez , ~3!

1

c

]Bz

]t
52

]Ey

]x
1

]Ex

]y
, ~4!

1

c

]E

]t
5“3B24p j , ~5!

“–E54pr, ~6!
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where

Bx5
]Az

]y
, By52

]Az

]x
. ~7!

Az , xj (t), v(t), m , and q are thez component of the
vector potential, the position, the velocity, the rest mass,
the charge of thej th particle, and the relativisticg factor of
the j th particle is defined by

g j51/A12~v–vj !/c
2. ~8!

The current densityj ~x,t! and the charge densityr~x,t! are
obtained by summing over all the particles, namely,

j ~x,t!5(
j51

N
qjvj~ t !

c
S@x2xj~ t !#, ~9!

r~x,t !5(
j51

N

qjS@x2xj~ t !#, ~10!

whereN is the total number of particles andS~x! is the form
function of particles.19,30

As an initial condition we adopt a one-dimensional eq
librium with a sheared magnetic field as

B~y!5@Bx~y!,0,Bz0#, ~11!

Bx~y!5B0 tanh~y/L !, ~12!

P~y!5B0
2/8p sech2~y/L !, ~13!

whereBz0 is a constant andL is the scale height along they
axis. There is a magnetically neutral sheet along the m
horizontal line~y50! in the initial equilibrium for the case o
Bz050. The vector potentialAz is set at zero along the mid
horizontal line att50. Let us assume that the initial partic
distribution is given by a shifted Maxwellian with a spatial
constant temperature and the average particle velocit
equal to the diamagnetic drift velocity. Then, the partic
position and the particle velocity are determined from t
pressure profile P(y) and the current densityj ~x,0!
$5@0,0,2B0/(4pL)sech2(y/L)#%. Because both an ion an
an electron are loaded at the same spatial position, there
electric field in the initial profile.

In order to drive magnetic reconnection at the center
the simulation domain we adopt an input bounda
condition19,27 at the boundary of they axis (y56yb) and a
periodic boundary condition at the boundary of thex axis
(x56xb). At the input boundary they derivative of the
magnetic field is equal to zero and the plasma is smoo
supplied with theE3B drift velocity into the simulation do-
main. These conditions indicate that the total number
charged particles increases monotonously with time. T
driving electric field at the input boundary is determined
as to be always normal to both the magnetic field and
input flow velocity. The amplitude of driving electric field
Ed0(x,t) is taken to be zero att50 and gradually increase
for 0,vpet,100 ~vpe is an average electron plasma fr
quency!. After this period~vpet.100!, Ed0(x,t) is described
by a symmetric constant profile19 as

Ed0~x,t !5E0„e f1~12e f !$cos@f~x!#11%/2…, ~14!
R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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where

f~x!5H 2p, if x,2xb1,

px/xb1 , if xb1.x.2xb1,

p, if x.xb1;

ef~50.3! andxb1(55xb/6) are the profile control paramete
of the driving electric field. In order to examine the influen
of the spatial profile ofEd0(x,t) on the simulation results
we carried out a test run for the case ofef50.95. By com-
paring the simulation result with that for the case ofef50.3,
it is found that the fundamental properties of magnetic
connection such as the growth rate and the saturation v
of the reconnection electric field are hardly affected by
profile parameteref .

In the previous paper19 it is pointed out that the electro
current layer becomes as thin as the average orbit ampli
of meandering electrons, which is three times larger than
grid separation. However, this value is close to the low
limit of the spatial resolution in the numerical calculatio
This means that the numerical scheme with a higher sp
resolution than the previous one is required to obtain m
physically comprehensive and reliable numerical resu
Thus, we extend the semi-implicit EM simulation code us
in the previous study to the explicit EM simulation code30

which has typically a ten times higher spatial resolution th
the semi-implicit one. Because both electrons and ions
treated as particles in this method, a finite electron Larm
radius effect can be described as well as a finite ion Larm
radius effect and a particle inertia effect.

The ratio of the side lengths of the simulation boxxb/yb
is fixed to 3. This value is chosen so that the diverg
plasma flow created at the reconnection point cannot ar
at the boundary of thex axis before the reconnection electr
field reaches its maximum value. Therefore, it is possible
obtain the simulation results not affected by the bound
condition of thex axis as far as the initial dynamical phase
concerned. For the present simulation, 1 600 000 parti
are used. The simulation domain is implemented on a~256
3128! point grid. The side length of the simulation are
along they axis, 2yb , is nearly equal to 5rxi , which is four
times smaller than the value used in the previous study19 ~rxi
is the ion Larmor radius associated with the asymptotic
plane fieldB0!. The difference comes from the fact that th
grid separation is determined by the Debye length in
explicit scheme while it can be much larger than the Deb
length in the semi-implicit scheme. The time-step widthDt
is determined so as to satisfy the Courant–Friedrichs–Le
condition31 for the electromagnetic wave in vacuum; the r
lation Dt50.5Dy/c holds in the present simulation whe
Dy ~50.7lD! is the grid separation along they axis andlD is
the Debye length associated with an average number de
at t50.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

We carry out six simulation runs with different values
initial longitudinal magnetic fieldBz0. The simulation starts
from the equilibrium profile the scale height of which
comparable to the ion Larmor radiusrxi , i.e., L'51Dy,
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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rxi'25Dy. The simulation is terminated before the dive
gent plasma flow created at the reconnection point arrive
the boundary of thex axis. The value ofL is about one-half
of the previous one19 because of the difference in the sim
lation area size. Other typical parameters are as follows:
ratio of ion to electron massMi /Me is 25, the maximum
value of driving electric fieldE0 is 20.04B0, vpe/vce53.5,
c/(vpeDy)'12, andvceDt'0.01, wherevce(5eB0/Mec)
is the electron cyclotron frequency. The relatio
L.rxi.c/vpe.Dy holds in the initial profile for all cases

A. Fundamental properties of collisionless driven
reconnection

In this section we examine the fundamental properties
collisionless driven reconnection by comparing the simu
tion results for the case ofBz050 with those obtained from
the semi-implicit particle simulation.19 Figure 1 shows the
contour plots of the current density2j z ~top!, those of the
vector potentialAz ~second!, the vector plots of the averag
ion velocity ~third!, and those of the average electron velo
ity ~bottom! in the (x,y) plane atvcet5100 where the cur-

FIG. 1. Contour plots of the current density2j z ~top!, those of the vector
potentialAz ~second!, the vector plots of the average ion velocity~third!,
and those of the average electron velocity~bottom! in the (x,y) plane at
vcet5100 for the case ofBz050 where the current density contours le
than the average value and the vector potential contours less than the
value at the input boundary are plotted by dotted lines.
279R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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rent density contours less than the average value and
vector potential contours less than the initial value at
input boundary are plotted by dotted lines. The current d
sity profile becomes peaked at the midpoint of the simulat
domain because the plasma flow supplied through the bo
ary has a maximum input velocity at the midpoint of t
input boundary~x50, y56yb!. An x-shaped structure o
magnetic separatrix becomes visible as a result of magn
reconnection. A fast directed flow arises from thex point
after magnetic reconnection sets in and it carries the rec
nected flux toward the boundaries of thex axis. The current
density profile becomes elongated along thex axis by the
divergent plasma flow and its spatial scale reaches a
one-half of thex-side length of the simulation box. It i
interesting to note that a clear x-shaped shock structure
pears in the electron flow pattern while the ion flow patte
looks relatively faint due to the finite ion Larmor radius e
fect. The maximum value of the electron average velocity
about three times as large as that of the ion average velo
This means that the net electric current appears in the (x,y)
plane as a result of magnetic reconnection.

Figure 2 shows~a! the temporal evolution of the recon
nection electric fieldEz

(1), ~b! the temporal evolutions of fou
spatial scales, and~c! those of the electron number densi
~dotted line! and the ion number density~solid line! at the
reconnection point wheredBx , dskin5c/vpe , l mi , and l me in
Fig. 2~b! are the scale height of magnetic fieldBx along the
y axis, the electron skin depth associated with the elec
number density inside the current layer, the average o
amplitude of meandering ions and that of meandering e
trons, respectively. The average amplitude of meande
motion is estimated by the particle temperature and the
gitudinal magnetic fieldBz averaged over the current laye
and the in-plane magnetic fieldBx just outside the curren
layer. It is clear from Fig. 2 that there are two tempo
phases in the evolution of the reconnection field, i.e.,
slow reconnection phase for 0,vcet,80 and the fast recon
nection phase for 80,vcet,100. The growth rate is esti
mated to beg1'0.03vce for the slow reconnection phase an
g2'0.07vce for the fast reconnection phase. These values
a few times as large as those of the semi-implicit study. T
difference may come from the fact that the width of t
initial current layerdBx is comparable to the average orb
amplitude of a meandering ionl mi for the present case, whil
the width is about two times as large as the average o
amplitude of meandering ions for the previous case. In ot
words, this suggests that the growth rate of the reconnec
field strongly depends on the width of the current layer. T
fact that the scale heightdBx is comparable tol mi in the
first-half of the slow reconnection phase means that a fi
ion Larmor radius effect becomes active in the current la
even at the starting period of the simulation. This is dee
connected with the phenomenon that the reconnection
grows slowly as soon as the simulation starts. The num
densities at the center of the current layer increase due to
compression by the convergent plasma flow as time goes
while the scale heightdBx decreases and the current lay
becomes narrower and narrower.

The width of the current layer approaches the aver
280 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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orbit amplitude of meandering electrons at the end of
slow reconnection phase. The fast reconnection phase s
after the number densities reaches the maximum valu
vcet'70. It is observable in Fig. 2~c! that the electron den
sity becomes slightly dominant over the the ion number d
sity in the fast phase. The violation of charge neutrality co
dition leads to the fast growth of electrostatic field in t
current layer~electron current layer!. This is because an elec
tron motion is more strongly restricted by the motion of t
magnetic field compared with an ion motion due to the fin
Larmor radius effect. These results are consistent with
results obtained from the semi-implicit particle study. It
worth noting that the width of the electron current layer

FIG. 2. Temporal evolutions of~a! the reconnection electric fieldEz
(1), ~b!

four spatial scales, and~c! the electron number density~dotted line! and the
ion number density~solid line! at the reconnection point for the same case
Fig. 1. HeredBx , dskin5c/vpe , l mt and l me in ~b! are the scale height of
magnetic fieldBx , the electron skin depth, the average orbit amplitude
meandering ions and that of meandering electrons, respectively.
R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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the fast reconnection phase is determined by the averag
bit amplitude of electron meandering motion but not by t
electron skin depth, i.e., the fast reconnection is trigge
mainly by the electron meandering~thermal! effect but not
by the electron skin depth~inertia! effect for this case.

B. Energy conversion by electric field

The reconnection electric field leads not only to the
pological change of magnetic field lines but also to the
ergy conversion from the field energy to the particle ene
through the acceleration and heating processes. Figu
shows~a! the temporal evolution of the average ion energ
~b! that of the average electron energy for the case ofBz050,
~c! that of the average ion energy,~d! that of the average
electron energy for the case ofBz052B0 , where the solid,
dotted, and dashed lines stand for thex component, they
component, and thez component of the energy per partic
averaged over the whole domain, respectively. Thez com-
ponent is larger than the other components by the energ
a diamagnetic motion att50.

Only they component of the ion energy increases in t
initial compression phase because they component of the
ion kinetic energy is dominant in the plasma flow suppli
through the input boundary. This energy is transferred to
z component in a quarter of an ion gyration peri
~'40vce

21! because an ion gyrates in the (y,z) plane for
Bz050. On the other hand, for the case ofBz052B0 , the ion
energy of the input flow is transferred predominantly to thx
component because an ion gyrates almost in the (x,y) plane
due to the strongBz field.

For the case ofBz050, both thex component of the ion
energy and that of the electron energy increase rapidly a
the reconnection electric field becomes maximu
(t5100vce

21). The time used for the energy conversion fro

FIG. 3. Temporal evolutions of~a! the average ion energy forBz050, ~b!
the average electron energy forBz050, ~c! the average ion energy fo
Bz052B0 , and ~d! the average electron energy forBz052B0 where the
solid, dotted, and dashed lines stand for thex component, they component,
and thez component of the energy per a particle averaged over the w
domain, respectively.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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the field energy to the ion energy is relatively longer co
pared with that to the electron energy. The saturation va
of the ion energy becomes two times as large as that of
electron energy. The energy conversion occurs more acti
in the plasma without any longitudinal magnetic field. Th
result is in good agreement with that of the plasma merg
experiments done by Onoet al.5 These differences com
from the nature of the energy conversion mechanism in
presence of the electric field, as will be discussed in
following text.

Because the temporal change of the total field energ
described by

d

dt E d3xH B2

8p
1

E2

8p J 5E d3xH“–SB3E

4p D2E–j J ,
~15!

the energy conversion between the field and the particle
the plasma is carried out through the work done by the e
tric field, i.e., the termE–j . In order to obtain detailed infor-
mation of this conversion process, let us decompose the e
tric field and the electric current as

E5Est1Emg, ~16!

j5 j i1 je , ~17!

whereEst, Emg, j i , and je are the electrostatic componen
the electromagnetic component, the ion current, and the e
tron current, respectively. Figure 4 shows the color-cod
contour maps of the energy conversion ratesEmg–j i ~top!,
Est–j i ~second!, Emg–je ~third!, and Est–je ~bottom! in the
(x,y) plane for the case ofBz050 whereEmg–j i , Est–j i ,
Emg–je , andEst–je stand for the energy conversion rate to t
ion energy by the electromagnetic component, that to the
energy by the electrostatic component, that to the elec
energy by the electromagnetic component, and that to
electron energy by the electrostatic component, respectiv
The red and blue colors in Fig. 4 stand for the positive a
negative rates, respectively. For example, the bottom pa
shows that the energy is converted from the particle to
field. There are two spatial regions in which the energy c
version occurs actively, i.e., the vicinity of the reconnecti
point and the shock-like region in the downstream. The el
tromagnetic componentEmg, which is dominated by the re
connection fieldEz , acts on the particles in the vicinity o
the reconnection point and leads mainly to the increase of
electron energy.

On the other hand, the electrostatic fieldEst, which has
only the x and y components, becomes significant at t
shock-like region in the downstream, and it leads to the ra
increase of the ion energy and the decrease of the elec
energy. The mechanism is as follows. Magnetic reconnec
leads to the topological change of magnetic field as well
the electron acceleration along thez axis in the vicinity of
the reconnection point. In other words, both the transve
component of the magnetic fieldBy and the strong electron
currentj z are generated as a result of magnetic reconnect
When an electron moves outside the narrow reconnec
area, it becomes magnetized to be accelerated along tx
axis by the resultantj3B force. The electron acceleratio

le
281R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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FIG. 4. The color-coded contour maps of the energy conversion ratesEmg–j i ~top!, Est–j i ~second!, Emg–je ~third!, andEst–je ~bottom! in the (x,y) plane for
the same case as Fig. 1 where the red and blue colors stand for the positive and negative rates, respectively.
282 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997 R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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becomes so strong that the average electron velocity in
downstream is much larger than the average ion velocity~see
Fig. 1! and the net electric current along thex axis appears in
the downstream. The mass density profile is dynamic
compressed by the magnetic flux which is carried by
divergent plasma flow. The electrostatic field is strongly g
erated in the region with steep density gradient due to
finite Larmor radius effect. This electrostatic field, in tur
works on decelerating the electron flow and accelerating
ion flow in the downstream, that is to say, the ambipo
interaction by the electrostatic field leads to the fast ene
conversion from the electron energy to the ion energy in
downstream. It is important to note that, in the vicinity of t
reconnection point, the energy conversion rate by the e
trostatic field is negligibly small compared with that by th
electromagnetic component. In other words, the electros
field does not play a leading role on either the particle ac
eration or the thermalization in the vicinity of the reconne
tion point.

Let us examine the temporal behavior of the energy c
version rate and the influence of longitudinal magnetic fie
Figure 5 shows~a! the temporal evolutions of the total con
version rates for the case ofBz050.0, and~b! the dependence
of total conversion rates from the field energy to the elect

FIG. 5. Temporal evolutions of~a! four components of the total energ
conversion rate between the field and particles forBz050.0, and~b! the total
conversion rates from the field to the electrons for four different longitud
fields.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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energy on the longitudinal fieldBz0, where the total rate is
obtained by integrating over the whole simulation area.
though the total conversion rate varies with time and
longitudinal field, both the electromagnetic and electrosta
components always work on the particles in the same w
That is, the energy is monotonously converted from the e
tromagnetic field to the ions. On the other hand, the electr
always get the energy through the action of the reconnec
field and lose it under the influence of the electrostatic fi
in the downstream irrespective of the values ofBz0. These
facts explain why the ion energy increases twice as much
the electron energy~see Fig. 3!. Furthermore, we can find a
interesting feature in Fig. 5~a!, namely, that two conversion
rates by the electrostatic field,Est–j i ~dotted curve! andEst–je
~solid curve!, reveal very similar behaviors except for th
fact that the ion rate is always positive and the electron r
is always negative. This is additional evidence that the e
trostatic~ambipolar! field excited in the downstream acts a
an energy conversion channel from the electrons to the
in a collisionless plasma. It is clearly observed in Fig. 5~b!
that the energy conversion becomes less effective asBz0 in-
creases, as was seen in Fig. 3.

C. Particle acceleration and heating

In this section, we examine the energy conversion p
cess along the particle trajectory for the case ofBz050. For
this purpose we mark about 6000 electrons and ions wh
exist in the vicinity of the reconnection point at the period
vcet5100 when the reconnection electric field reaches
maximum value. The distribution function of marked ele
trons is shown in Fig. 6 as a function ofvz where the top,
middle and bottom panels represent the distribution functi
atvcet582, 100, and 118, respectively. We can observe t
the electron distribution shifts toward the positivevz direc-
tion as a whole, while making its profile broader when t
electrons pass across the reconnection area~vcet5100!. That
is, the electron heating and acceleration along thez axis take
place simultaneously. Most of the electron average mom
tum along thez axis is lost and the distribution becomes ev
broader atvcet5118 when the electrons move in the dow
stream.

Let us examine the particle heating and acceleration p
cess in more detail. Figure 7 shows~a! the temporal evolu-
tions of the average velocity, the thermal velocity, and
average vector potentialAz of the marked electrons,~b! those
of the marked ions, and~c! the temporal evolution of four
energy conversion rates evaluated at particle positio
2Est–ue , 2Emg–ue , Est–ut , andEmg–ut . The spatial position
of marked particles is expressed in terms of the normali
vector potential, which is unit at the input boundary, zero
the reconnection point, and negative in the downstream.
x andy components of the average particle velocity in Fig
7~a! and 7~b!, ux anduy , are illustrated so as to be negativ
for the convergent flow and positive for the divergent flow

The electron acceleration and thermalization along thz
direction take place rapidly as soon as they enter into
reconnection area, as was seen in Fig. 6. The time sca
electron acceleration and thermalization is estimated to
about 10/vce , which is in good agreement with the timete

l
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needed for a thermal electron to pass through the elec
current layer, i.e.,te52l me/v te . This agreement also implie
that both the electron acceleration and thermalization p
cesses become active when the electrons exist in the re
nection area defined by the width of the electron curr
layer. The reconnection area corresponds to the diffus
area in the fluid model. The behavior ofux in Fig. 7~a! ex-
hibits that the electron flow changes from the converg
type ~ux,0! to the divergent type~ux.0! when they pass
across the reconnection point~Az50!. The transverse (y)
component of the magnetic field is created as a resul
magnetic reconnection. The fast electron motion toward
downstream sides along thex axis is generated mainly by th
resultantje3B force. The electron motion is gradually dece
erated by the electrostatic field in the downstream as
electrons move from the vicinity of the reconnection point
the downstream sides. Thus, the average electron velo
vanishes in the downstream. In contrast to this, the elec
thermal velocity remains almost constant in the downstre

Because the unmagnetized region for ions is wider
the ion thermal velocity is lower compared with those f
electrons, thermal ions remain in the reconnection area f
relatively long period. The timeti needed for a thermal ion
to pass through the reconnection area is estimated to

FIG. 6. Distribution functions of about 6000 marked electrons atvcet582
~top!, 100 ~middle!, and 118~bottom! for the same case as Fig. 1.
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about 30/vce . As t i@te , the ions are accelerated along thez
axis for a relatively long period by the reconnection elect
field when they pass across the vicinity of the reconnect
point. Thez component of the ion average velocity becom
about 2.0 of the initial Alfve´n velocityvA0 when the ions go
outside the reconnection area. On the other hand, there i
significant change in the thermal velocity when the ions p
through the reconnection area. One can find that the ions
thermalized more effectively by the electrostatic field wh
they move in the downstream (t.130vce) than when they
exist inside the reconnection area (t,130vce). Thus, it is
concluded that the electron heating takes place in the re
nection area under the influence of the reconnection elec
field while the ion heating takes place in the downstream
the action of the electrostatic field.

FIG. 7. Temporal evolutions of~a! the average velocity, the thermal veloc
ity, and the average vector potentialAz of the marked electrons,~b! those of
the marked ions, and~c! four energy conversion rates evaluated at parti
positions for the same case as Fig. 1.
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D. Reconnection mechanism

It has so far been pointed out that there exist two mec
nisms associated with microscale particle effects which l
to magnetic reconnection in a collisionless plasma. One
particle inertia effect which becomes significant in a spa
scale comparable to collisionless skin depthc/vp . The other
is a particle orbit effect which becomes effective in a ch
acteristic spatial scale of particle meandering motion.
have observed that magnetic reconnection is controlled b
meandering orbit effect for the case ofBz050 where an av-
erage orbit amplitude of meandering electrons is larger t
an electron skin depth in the current layer. The average o
amplitude of meandering motion in the current layer b
comes shorter and so a charged particle becomes m
strongly magnetized as the longitudinal magnetic field
comes stronger, as is shown in Fig. 8. Because collision
driven reconnection is deeply connected with the meande
motion of charged particles in the current layer, it is natu
to expect that both the magnetic reconnection and ene
conversion processes are largely affected by longitud
magnetic field.

First, let us examine the influence of the longitudin
field on the behavior of the reconnection electric field. T
temporal evolution of the reconnection electric field is sho
in Fig. 9 for five different values ofBz0. Careful examination
of Fig. 9 reveals that there exist both the slow reconnec
phase and the fast reconnection phase irrespective of lo
tudinal field. However, both the growth rate and the satu
tion value of the reconnection electric field decrease as
longitudinal field becomes stronger. The same feature
observed in the plasma merging experiments4 which investi-
gated the three-dimensional effect of magnetic reconnec
by use of axially colliding spheromaks. The growth rate
the slow phaseg1 and that for the fast phaseg2 are shown in
Fig. 10 as a function ofBz0/B0 , where the maximumE3B
drift velocity at the input boundary,v in5vn0/$11(Bz0/

FIG. 8. Orbit amplitude of a test particle in a one-dimensional shea
magnetic field wherel m , l mx , rx andrz are an orbit amplitude in a sheare
field, that forBz050.0, the Larmor radius associated with an in-plane fi
B0, and that associated with a longitudinal fieldBz0, respectively.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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B0)
2%1/2 ~vn0 is constant!, is added for comparison. One ca

find that both the growth rates,g1 andg2, reveal very similar
behavior to the input plasma velocityv in . Because the maxi-
mum input rate of the in-plane magnetic flux is approx
mately given byE0/$11(Bz0/B0)

2%1/2, this result implies
that the growth of the reconnection electric field is controlle
by the input rate of the in-plane magnetic flux at the boun
ary. In other words, the whole dynamical behavior of col
sionless driven reconnection is determined by the exter
condition, such as a flux input rate into the system, even
magnetic reconnection would be triggered by a microsc
electron mechanism in the central region of current layer.
this sense, this result is also in good agreement with
result of the semi-implicit study.19

dFIG. 9. Temporal evolution of the reconnection electric field for five diffe
ent values ofBz0.

FIG. 10. The dependence of growth rates of reconnection electric field
the field ratioBz0/B0 where the open and closed circles show the grow
rate for the slow phaseg1 and that for the fast phaseg2, respectively. The
maximum E3B drift velocity at the input boundary is illustrated by a
dashed line for comparison.
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Now let us turn to the triggering mechanism of collisio
less driven reconnection in the fast phase. In this phase
current layer is compressed so thin that a microscale elec
effect becomes visible and magnetic flux inside the curr
layer is no longer frozen in the electron fluid. Figure 1
illustrates the dependence of four spatial scales on the fi
ratio Bz0/B0 when the current layer becomes thinnest in t
fast reconnection phase. For the case ofBz050, the width is
nearly equal to the average orbit amplitude of meander
electronsl me, which is about two times as large as the ele
tron skin depthc/vpe @see also Fig. 2~b!#. The average orbit
amplitude l me decreases as the longitudinal field increas
This corresponds to the fact that the unmagnetized region
electrons becomes narrower with the longitudinal field,
was seen in Fig. 8. On the other hand, the electron skin de
increases slightly withBz0/B0 because the plasma becom
less compressible and the increase of plasma density in
current layer is suppressed by the longitudinal field
Bz0@B0 . Thus, the relationl me,c/vpe holds for the strong
longitudinal field ofBz0.1.5B0 . In other words, the electron
inertia scale is longer than the electron thermal scale
Bz0.1.5B0 . It is clearly seen in Fig. 11 that the width of th
current layer decreases with the electron thermal scalel me

until l me reachesc/vpe . Whenl me,c/vpe , the width ceases
to decease and exhibits the same behavior with the elec
skin depth. Namely, collisionless driven reconnection in t
fast reconnection phase proceeds, keeping the width of
current layer nearly equal to the electron skin depth for
strong longitudinal field ofBz0.1.5B0 . These results lead u
to the conclusion that the triggering mechanism for collisio
less driven reconnection in the fast reconnection ph
changes from the electron thermal effect to the electron
ertia effect in accordance with the increase of longitudin
magnetic field.

FIG. 11. The dependence of four spatial scales on the field ratioBz0/B0

where the scales are estimated at the period when the current layer bec
thinnest.
286 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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E. Asymmetric current profile

A longitudinal field has an influence on the physical pr
cesses responsible for collisionless driven reconnection,
the plasma compressibility, the magnetization of a char
particle, the reconnection rate, and so on. In this section
present another phenomenon which appears under the i
ence of the longitudinal field. The reconnection electric fie
accelerates the charged particles in the direction norma
the reconnection magnetic field, i.e., in thez direction. If the
z component of the magnetic field is nonzero, the accele
tion by the reconnection field creates the electric curr
flowing parallel to the magnetic field. Let us consider t
influence of the parallel electric current on the collisionle
reconnection process. Figure 12 shows the contour plot
thez component of current density~top! and the vector plots
in the (x,y) plane ~bottom! at vcet5118 for the case of
Bz05B0 . Comparing Fig. 12 with Fig. 1 one can find that th
spatial structure of the current layer becomes longer
asymmetric by adding the longitudinal magnetic field.

Let us consider the mechanism leading to the asymm
ric current profile. For the case ofBz050, the straight elon-
gated current layer is formed as a result of magnetic rec
nection, as was seen in Fig. 1. A fast divergent electron fl
along thex axis in the current layer carries the net elect
current because the average electron velocity is about t
times as large as the average ion velocity. The resultantj3B
force, in turn, acts on the electron in the negativez direction
~j xBy,0! while the average electron motion carrying th
equilibrium current directs to the positivez direction
~uez.0!. Consequently, the average electron velocity alo
the z axis is gradually lost as the fast electron flow mov
toward the downstream. In this process there exists no fo
which modifies the current layer in an asymmetric for
Thus, the elongated current layer is terminated in the do
stream and its shape is maintained symmetric with respe
the mid-horizontal line for the case ofBz050.

Suppose that the longitudinal magnetic field ofBz0@B0
is superposed on this symmetric profile. Thej3B force as-
sociated with the longitudinal field and the electron curre

mes

FIG. 12. Contour plots of thez component of current density~top! and the
vector plots in the (x,y) plane ~bottom! at vcet5118 for the case of
Bz05B0 .
R. Horiuchi and T. Sato
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along thex axis is in the negativey direction for the left-half
of the simulation plane~x,0! and in the positivey direction
for the right-half of the simulation plane~x.0!. When the
electron moves halfway in the current layer along thex axis,
the effect of thej3B force is visible in the electron curren
profile. The bending of the current layer proceeds so that
electron current becomes parallel to the magnetic field,
the force-free condition is satisfied between the electric c
rent and the magnetic field. Therefore, the parallel curr
enhanced by the reconnection field is maintained for a l
period when the fast plasma flow moves in the bent curr
layer at the downstream.

We have another piece of evidence that the force-f
current is maintained for a long period in the downstream
the presence of longitudinal field. Figure 13 shows the te
poral evolutions of the average velocity along thez axis for
about 6000 marked electrons which pass across the vic
of the reconnection point when the reconnection electric fi
reaches its maximum value. The electrons are accelerate
the reconnection electric field when they exist in the rec
nection area. The force-free current generated through
acceleration by the reconnection field is maintained fo
long period in the downstream in the presence of the lon
tudinal field, while, for the case ofBz050, the average elec
tron momentum is immediately lost as soon as they m
into the downstream. It is interesting to note that the ma
mum electron velocity increases withBz0 although the re-
connection field decreases asBz0 increases~see Fig. 9!. This
implies that the existence of the longitudinal magnetic fi
makes it easy for the reconnection field to accelerate
electrons along thez axis. This phenomenon is also e
plained in terms of the effective resistivityheff , which is
defined by the ratio of the electric field to the current dens
at the reconnection point, i.e.,Ez/ j z . The temporal evolution
of the effective resistivity is illustrated in Fig. 14 for fiv
different values ofBz0 where the resistivity is normalized b
the Hall resistivityB0/qcne . Figure 14 clearly shows that th

FIG. 13. Temporal evolutions of the average electron velocity along thz
axis for five different values ofBz0 where the average is carried out ov
about 6000 electrons which pass across the vicinity of the reconne
point when the reconnection electric field reaches its maximum value.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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effective resistivity varies roughly inversely proportional
Bz0. This means that the electric field needed for maintain
the electric current decreases as the longitudinal field
creases. It is concluded that, under the influence of the
gitudinal magnetic field, the electron acceleration by the
connection field takes place effectively and the genera
force-free current is maintained for a long period while form
ing an asymmetric spatial profile of current layer.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

We have investigated the nonlinear development of c
lisionless driven reconnection and the consequent ene
conversion between particles and an electromagnetic fiel
a sheared magnetic field by making use of a two-and-o
half-dimensional particle simulation. The main results a
summarized by the following remarks, labeled~A!–~F!.

~A! The reconnection electric field evolves in two ste
irrespective of the existence of a longitudinal magne
field, i.e., ~1! slow reconnection triggered by the io
kinetic effect in the early phase, and~2! fast reconnec-
tion triggered by the electron kinetic effect in the la
phase. The existence of these two temporal phase
deeply connected with the formation of two types
current layer, i.e., electron current layer and ion c
rent layer.

~B! The growth rate of the reconnection electric field a
its saturation value are determined by the flux inp
rate at the boundary, but not by the detailed mec
nism leading to collisionless reconnection in the cu
rent layer. This is an important feature which is com
monly observed in the phenomena triggered by driv
magnetic reconnection.1

~C! There are two microscopic particle effects which le
to collisionless magnetic reconnection in a tw
dimensional system. For a weak longitudinal magne
field case, the width of the electron current layer
determined by the average orbit amplitude of meand
ing electrons. As the longitudinal magnetic fie

on

FIG. 14. Temporal evolution of the effective resistivity for five differe
values ofBz0 where the resistivity is normalized by the Hall resistivit
B0/qcne .
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increases, thermal motion becomes more stron
magnetized and the orbit amplitude of meander
electrons becomes shorter. For a strong longitud
field case where the electron skin depth is larger th
the average orbit amplitude of meandering electro
the inertia effect becomes dominant and the width
the electron current layer is determined by the elect
skin depth.

~D! Electron acceleration and thermalization take place
the reconnection area under the influence of the rec
nection electric field. On the other hand, the elect
static field does not play a leading role on either t
particle acceleration or the thermalization in the vic
ity of the reconnection point.

~E! The electrostatic field, which is generated in the dow
stream as a result of magnetic compression by the
vergent reconnection flow, acts as an energy conv
sion channel from the electrons to the ions in
collisionless plasma. Thus, the total ion energy b
comes twice as large as the total electron energy.
energy conversion takes place more actively in
plasma without any longitudinal magnetic field and
rate decreases with the longitudinal field.

~F! The existence of the longitudinal magnetic field mak
it easy for the electric field to accelerate electro
along the equilibrium current at the reconnection po
and plays a role in maintaining the generated for
free current for a long period by forming an asymm
ric spatial profile of current layer.

The plasma merging experiments4,5 revealed that the re
connection rate and the energy conversion rate are stro
dependent on the reconnection angle between the mer
field lines or the ratio of the longitudinal magnetic field
the in-plane field. This result is in good agreement with
simulation results in this paper. Since the existence of
longitudinal magnetic field makes a plasma less compr
ible, this result indicates that the plasma compressibility
key factor in determining the behavior of driven reconne
tion. The anomalous ion heating is often observed in exp
mental plasmas5,28 in which a MHD relaxation controlled by
magnetic reconnection takes place. This paper may give
explanation of this phenomenon. That is, the ion heat
takes place through the action of the electrostatic field g
erated in the downstream after the ions are accelerated b
electric field in the reconnection area.

In considering the whole physical process of collisio
less driven reconnection, it is important to examine the
pendence of the simulation results on simulation parame
such as ion mass, electron mass, the driving electric fi
and so on. The semi-implicit study19 examined the depen
dence on the ion mass, the electron mass, and the dri
electric field, while the dependence on the longitudinal m
netic field has been examined in this paper. These stu
disclosed that the fundamental properties of collisionl
driven reconnection are determined by two physical p
cesses, i.e., the external process which controls the flux i
rate into the current layer, and the internal process wh
controls the particle kinetic mechanism leading to collisio
less driven reconnection in the current layer. One of the
288 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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portant conclusions is that they are not independent p
cesses but are deeply connected to each other. For exam
collisionless driven reconnection proceeds so that the rec
nection rate is balanced with the flux input rate into the c
rent layer while changing the physical conditions such as
width of current layer, particle temperature, and magne
field in the current layer.

We focus the discussions in this paper on the initial d
namical phase but not on the following saturation pha
This is because an exact steady state cannot be rea
within the framework of this study due to the boundary co
ditions. That is, the total number of charged particles
creases monotonously with time and the time derivative
the magnetic fieldBy is always nonzero at the bounda
because]Ez/]xÞ0. Therefore, it is necessary to develop
new simulation code which can deal with a steady state pr
lem in order to investigate collisionless driven reconnect
in the saturation phase, especially its dependence on
boundary condition or the initial condition.

The present particle simulation study has clarified
particle kinetic effect in collisionless driven reconnection u
der the assumption that the spatial dependence along
equilibrium current can be ignored. The interaction betwe
particles carrying electric current and a wave propagat
along the electric current becomes an origin of an anoma
resistivity22 which can also lead to collisionless reconne
tion. Three-dimensional treatment is needed for the inve
gation of this effect in collisionless driven reconnection a
the relation between the particle kinetic effect and the eff
of wave–particle interaction. This problem will be discuss
elsewhere in the future.
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